
Building secure attachments - we make sure each child has a set key person

within the room who has very good knowledge of their key child. Each key

person understands their key child's development and how we can progress

their learning. We also use family photos from home to create a sense of

belonging while in our preschool room

Promoting self-regulation and resilience through honest open ended discussions

about our feelings/emotions and how we can deal with these in the right way.

Talking about behavioural expectations, using kind words and hands and taking

time to process their emotions by using our specially designed emotions corner

and quiet area, equipped with Colour Monster resources and emotions spoons.

Promoting independence - allowing the children to self serve at meal times,

empty their plates and bowls, helping to give plates and bowls out, helping to

clear away.

Life skills - encouraging turn taking by sharing and negotiating, also being able

to wait their turn

Self care - encouraging independent dressing and toileting with minimal help

and support. Washing and drying own hands, encouraging good oral hygiene,

making healthy food choices and the effect this has on our bodies and health

Gross motor skills - climbing, pedal bikes, planks, balancing, dancing, crates

Fine motor skills - pen control, playdough, puzzles, cutting, mixing, pouring,

stacking blocks

Communication - using Makaton, flashcards, visual timetables, stories, songs,

rhymes, singing, open ended questions, home language words, modelling

language

Cultural capital - outings to the park, exploring our environment, discussions on

the world with our world map

Schemas - extending and exploring

Creativity - sensory activities, role play

Mathematics - number line, numerals within the environment with purposeful

contexts. Staff encourage addition and subtraction. Using balancing scales to

weigh heavy and light objects as well as promoting discussion and comparisons

with lengths, shapes and compacity. We use natural materials and loose parts

to arrange, compare and order.

Literacy - Fiction and non-fiction stories, stories containing photos of the

children. Poetry, song, rhyming and stories are shared with the children. Story

sacks with props with continued opportunity to mark make/write

We do this by:

In the Preschool room, our intent starts with ensuring the children are prepared

as possible for school life. We understand this can be a difficult time for them,

so to make this transition as smooth as possible, we do a number of different

activities across all seven areas of the early years foundation stage

We intend the children to be independent when it comes to health and self

care
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